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Abstract—In analyzing of modern biological data, we are
often dealing with ill-posed problems and missing data, mostly
due to high dimensionality and multicollinearity of the dataset.
In this paper, we have proposed a system based on matrix
factorization (MF) and deep recurrent neural networks (DRNNs)
for genotype imputation and phenotype sequences prediction. In
order to model the long-term dependencies of phenotype data,
the new Recurrent Linear Units (ReLU) learning strategy is
utilized for the first time. The proposed model is implemented
for parallel processing on central processing units (CPUs) and
graphic processing units (GPUs). Performance of the proposed
model is compared with other training algorithms for learning
long-term dependencies as well as the sparse partial least square
(SPLS) method on a set of genotype and phenotype data with
604 samples, 1980 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), and
two traits. The results demonstrate performance of the ReLU
training algorithm in learning long-term dependencies in RNNs.
Index Terms—genotype imputation; phenotype prediction; re-
current neural networks; sequence learning;
I. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning is a practical approach to deal with real
world challenges such as to model neck pain and motor
training induced plasticity [10], [12]. Such methods have
been widely used to solve difficult optimization problems
[6], [7]. Opposition based learning is one example which
has achieved successful results in medical image processing
and optimization problems [25], [20], [11]. The genome-
wide association (GWA) studies have discovered many con-
vincingly replicated associations for complex human diseases
using high-throughput single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
genotypes [1], [2]. The genotype imputation has been used for
fine-map associations and facilitates the combination of results
across studies [1]. The issue of missing genotype data and its
imputation implies creating individualistic genotype data [2].
Impact of even small amounts of missing data on a multi-
SNP analysis is of great importance for the complex diseases
research [2]. There are several programs such as BEAGLE
[3], MaCH [4], and IMPUTE2 [5], which provide imputation
capability of untyped variants.
The sparse partial least squares (SPLS) and least absolute
shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) methods are well-
known for simultaneous dimension reduction and variable
selection [8], [9]. The LASSO is a shrinkage and selection
method for linear regression, which attempts to minimize an
error function. This function is typically the sum of squared
errors with a bound on the sum of the absolute values of the co-
efficients [9]. The partial least squares (PLS) regression is used
as an alternative approach to the ordinary least squares (OLS)
regression method [8]. The SPLS method is the sparse version
of PLS method, which simultaneously works to achieve good
predictive performance and variable selection by producing
sparse linear combinations of the original predictors [8].
In general, matrix factorization is a technique to decompose
a matrix for multivariate data into two matrices with F latent
features [15]. Many matrix factorization techniques have been
proposed to increase its performance, such as non-negative
[16], sparse [17], non-linear [14], and kernel-based approaches
[13]. A kernel non-negative matrix factorization method is
proposed for feature extraction and classification of micro-
array data in [13]. Performance evaluation of this method for
eight different gene samples has showed better performance
over linear as well as other well-known kernel-based matrix
factorization approaches.
A sparse matrix factorization method has been proposed
for tumor classification using gene expression data, [17]. In
this approach, the gens are selected using a sparse matrix
factorization method and then the features are extracted to be
fed into a support vector machine (SVM) for tumor samples
classification. It is reported that the performance results have
been improved versus the non-sparse matrix factorization
techniques. The artificial neural network (ANN) is another
successful machine learning approach for prediction and clas-
sification applications [29]. As an example, a feed-forward
ANNs model and a Bayesian approach are utilized to impute
missing genotype data of SNPs in [2]. Sequence modelling
is one of the most areas in machine learning. This is due to
the fact that a large class of phenomenal and data around us
is made of sequences of data with particular patterns. Some
examples are retail data, speed recognition, natural language
modelling, music generation and genotype data for medical ap-
plications. With the great practical advances in deep learning,
this state-of-the-art machine learning technique is the key for
many problems in science and engineering. Recurrent neural
network (RNN), due to its recurrent connections is considered
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Fig. 1: The proposed system model.
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Fig. 2: The matrix factorization model.
as a subcategory of deep learning methods. This powerful
model is capable of learning temporal patters and in sequential
data. The power of RNN arises from its hidden state, which
works as the “memory” of system to remember past important
features for the future decision makings. The hidden state
is consisted of high-dimensional non-linear dynamics which
enables modelling any phenomena, if trained well [31], [30].
In this paper, we are proposing a new model for missing
genotype imputation and phenotype prediction using matrix
factorization and RNNs. In this model, a simple but efficient
matrix factorization method is used for missing genotype
imputation. Then, the imputed genotypes are used along the
sequence of available phenotype data to train our RNN with
the recently developed ReLU learning approach. In order to
evaluate performance of the ReLU approach in learning long-
term dependencies in phenotype data, it is compared with the
LSTM-RNN and SRNN approaches.
In the next section, the data structure of the dataset used for
the experiments is described. In Section III, the methodologies
based on the matrix factorization technique and DRNN is
discussed in detail. The experimental results as well are
comparative analysis are provided in Section IV. Finally, the
paper is concluded in Section V and some guidelines are
further developments are provided.
II. DATA STRUCTURE
For the experiments, we are using a set of data provided for
our research by Afzalipour research hospital. The genotype
data contains genotypes of 1980 SNPs for 604 observations
and the phenotype data provides measurements of two pheno-
type, called trait 1 and trait 2. Out of 1980 SNPs provided
in the genotype data, 5% contain missing genotypes. The
percentage of observations with missing genotypes for each
SNP varies from 1 to 25. For each trait, 30 randomly selected
observations have missing values.
III. METHODOLOGY
In order to deal with the missing genotype and phenotype
problem, we are utilizing the matrix factorization (MF) and
RNNs techniques to fit prediction models as in Figure 1. To
do so, after data pre-processing, the genotype dataset with
missing values is imported into the MF system to predict the
missing genotype values. By having the estimated genotype
dataset and corresponding phenotypes, the RNN is utilized in
a supervised manner to train a network model for prediction
of phenotypes, based on the known genotype-phenotype pairs.
Each stage is described in details in the following subsections.
A. Data Pre-processing
In general, the SNP genotypes (AA, BB, AB, or Null)
are denoted with integer numbers for computational purposes,
however, some programs may be able to work with this
AA/AB/BB format directly. The data pre-processing step is
an opportunity to clean data, remove noise, and translate the
genotype data and indicate/distinguish missing values from the
available data.
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(b) Unfolded SRNN through time.
Fig. 3: A simple recurrent neural network (SRNN) and its unfolded structure through time. To keep the figure simple, biases
are not shown.
B. Matrix Factorization Model
The proposed MF structure for genotype data imputation is
presented in Figure 2. In this model we consider U number of
samples and V number of SNPs. Therefore, the genotype data
is structured as a U×V matrix, called GU×V . The objective of
MF technique is to estimate two matrices, PU×F and QV×F
with F latent features, such that their product G′U×V estimates
GU×V as:
G ≈ G
′
= P ×QT , (1)
where each element of the genotype matrix G′ is computed
by using the dot product such as:
g
′
u,v =
F∑
f=1
pu,fqf,v. (2)
In order to find the best values for the matrices P and Q,
we need to minimize the objective function which describes
the difference between the G and G′ genotype matrices [15].
To do so, the gradient descent algorithm is utilized as the
optimizer in Figure 2 to update the feature matrices P and Q
iteratively.
The above procedure is illustrated in pseudocode as in
Algorithm 1. As it is demonstrated, the parameters are set
in the initialization step and random values in range [a, b]
are allocated to the feature matrices P and Q, [15]. Based
on the availability of each genotype such as Gu,v 6= ∅ for
all {u, v} ∈ {{1, ..., U}, {1, ..., V }}, the estimated genotype
matrix G′u,v is computed. The objective function is then
formulated with respect to P and Q as:
min e(G,P,Q)2 =
U∑
u=1
V∑
v=1
(Gu,v−G
′
u,v)
2+
β
2
(‖P‖F+‖Q‖F )
(3)
where Forbenius norms of P and Q are used for regularization
under control of parameter β to prevent over-fitting of model
by penalizing it with extreme parameter values [15]. Normally
β is set to some values in the range of 0.02, such that P and Q
can approximate G without having to contain large numbers.
The feature matrices of P and Q are updated as:
Algorithm 1 Matrix factorization
1: Initialization
2: P ← rand([a, b])
3: Q← rand([a, b])
4: for each epoch do
5: if Gu,v 6= ∅ ∀ {u, v} ∈ {{1, ..., U}, {1, ..., V }} then
6: G
′
u,v ← P ×Q
T
7: e2 ←
∑U
u=1
∑V
v=1(Gu,v − G
′
u,v)
2 + β
2
(‖P‖F +
‖Q‖F )
8: P ← P − α∂e
2
∂P
9: Q← Q− α∂e
2
∂Q
Pupdated = P − α
∂e2
∂P
(4)
and
Qupdated = Q− α
∂e2
∂Q
(5)
respectively, where α represents the learning rate and is
practically set to 0.0001.
C. Recurrent Neural Network with Rectified Linear Unit
Model
The utilized RNN in the proposed model in Figure 1 is
consisted of input, hidden, and output layers, where each
layer is consisted of corresponding units. The input layer is
consisted of N input units, where its inputs are defined as a se-
quence of vectors through time t such as {..., xt−1, xt, xt+1...}
where xt = (x1, x2, ..., xN ). In a fully connected RNN,
the inputs units are connected to hidden units in the hidden
layer, where the connections are defined with a weight matrix
WIH . The hidden layer is consisted of M hidden units
ht = (h1, h2, ..., hM ), which are connected to each other
through time with recurrent connections. As it is demonstrated
in Figure 3b, the hidden units are initiated before feeding the
inputs. The hidden layer structure defines the state space or
“memory” of the system, defined as
ht = fH(WIHxt + WHHht−1 + bh) (6)
Fig. 4: The “tanh” activation function.
where fH(.) is the hidden layer activation function and bh is
the bias vector of the hidden units. The hidden units are con-
nected to the output layer with weighted connections WHO .
The output layer has P units such as yt = (y1, y2, ..., yP )
which are estimated as
yt = fO(WHOht + b0) (7)
where fO(.) is the output layer activations functions and b0
is the bias vector.
Learning long term dependencies in RNNs is a difficult
task [30]. This is due to two major problems which are
vanishing gradients and exploding gradients. The long-short-
term memory (LSTM) method is one of the popular methods to
overcome the vanishing gradient problem. A recent proposed
method suggests that proper initialization of the RNN weights
with rectified linear units has good performance in modeling
long-range dependencies [30]. In this approach, the model is
trained by utilizing back-propagation through time (BPTT)
technique to compute the derivatives of error with respect to
the weights. The reported performance analysis show that this
method has comparable results in comparision to the LSTM
method, with much less complexity.
In this model, each new hidden state vector is inherited
from the previous hidden vector by copying its values, adding
the effects of inputs, and finally, replacing negative state
values by zero. In other words, this means that the recurrent
weight matrix is initialized to an identity matrix and the
biases are set to zero. This procedure is in fact replacing the
”tanh” activation function (Figure 4) with a rectified linear
unit (ReLU)(Figure 5). The ReLU in fact is modelling the
behaviour of LSTM. In LSTM, the gates are set in a way
that there is no decay to model long-term dependencies. In
ReLU, when the error derivatives for the hidden units are
back-propagated through time they remain constant provided
no extra error-derivatives are added [30].
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed model is implemented for parallel processing
using Theano in Python [21], [18], [19]. In this section,
we are presenting the performance result from comparison
between simple RNN, LSTM, and ReLU training methods
for phenotype sequence prediction. The ReLU method is then
Fig. 5: The “rectified linear unit (ReLU)” activation function.
TABLE I: Parameter setting for the experiments.
Parameter Name Parameter Descritption Parameter Value
α Learning Rate 0.001
β Regularization Control 0.02
NEP Number of Epochs 5000
U Number of Samples 604
V Number of SNPs 1980
F Number of Features 400
eta1 eta for Trait 1 0.2
eta2 eta for Trait 2 0.2
K1 K for Trait 1 3
K2 K for Trait 2 4
[a, b] Boundary values for P and Q [0,1]
compared with the well-known sparse partial least square
(SPLS) method.
A. Parameter Setting
As it is described in Section II, it is assumed that the
genotypes data is either missing or observed. Therefore, the
observed genotypes are represented as Gu,v ∈ {0, 1, 2} and
the missing (null) data is represented as Gu,v = 5 for the
experiments [1]. The genotype dataset GU,V is consisted of
V = 1980 SNPs for U = 604 observations. Parameter setting
for all the experiments are presented in Table I adapted from
the literature, [14], [19], [29], unless a change is mentioned. As
recommended in the literature, the 10-fold cross-validation is
used to tune the parameters eta and K for the SPLS algorithm
using the SPLS package in R programming language [?], [26],
[27], [8]. The parameter tuning is conducted separately for
each provided trait in the phenotype dataset for 1 ≤ K ≤ 10.
The optimal values are provided in Table I.
Due to small size of data samples, %80 of available
genotype and phenotype data is used for training the ANN,
%10 for validation, and %10 for testing. Regarding the SPLS
algorithm, %80 of the provided data is considered as training
data and %20 as test data.
B. Simulation Results Analysis
In this subsection, performance results of the proposed
method is presented and compared with the SPLS method for
the described dataset in Section II. Performance of the methods
is evaluated by measuring the correlation between the original
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Fig. 6: Average of costs versus epochs for genotype imputation
using matrix factorization technique with different number of
latent features.
Fig. 7: Training error comparison between SRNN, LSTM-
RNN, and ReLU-RNN.
genotype and phenotype values with the corresponding pre-
dicted values.
The average of cost for fitting the MF model for different
epochs is presented in Figure 6. In order to have a deeper look
in details, the figure is presented in linear and logarithmic
scales. The measure to compute the average of cost is the
mean-square error, which is the average of squared difference
between targets and the output of the MF model. As the
results show, the more number of latent features F results
in less average of cost. In addition, the model is trying to fit
TABLE II: Performance results of the matrix factorization
technique success for different latent features F .
F Missing Genotype Genotype Matrix Construction
50 %52.45 %71.47
100 %65.16 %76.11
300 %67.53 %88.11
500 %68.80 %95.72
700 %70.88 %96.91
1000 %72.48 %97.56
TABLE III: Performance results of the ReLU-RNN for suc-
cessful phenotype traits prediction.
Trait Mode Original Genotype Missing Genotype
Train %82.75 %80.53
1 Validation %86.56 %80.22
Test %84.66 %80.25
Train %80.62 %75.01
2 Validation %85.25 %80.54
Test %79.58 %78.29
TABLE IV: Performance results in terms of correlation be-
tween the predicted and original phenotype data for the sparse
partial least squares (SPLS) method.
Trait Mode Original Phenotype Missing Phenotype
1 Train %75.10 %69.52
Test %54.56 %51.53
2 Train %80.53 %72.85
Test %69.82 %56.42
better that before in each epoch, however, after epoch 110 the
progress is not very significant. The performance results for
the success percentile in missing genotype data and success
percentile in the whole genotype data construction is provided
in Table II. There is a trade-off between the number of features
and performance. This is due to the fact that increasing the
number of features increases the computational complexity.
In Table III, performance of the ReLU-RNN for the geno-
type prediction is presented. As it is showed, the ReLU
method has better training performance comparing to the
results of the SPLS method in Table IV. The missing genotype
represents the error for the test dataset in percentile while
the original genotype represents the training error values in
percentile. Since the training dataset has been seen by the
model during training, it is reasonable to see that performance
of the methods for the training dataset is better than the unseen
test data.
In Figure 7, the training error of the SRNN, LSTM-RNN,
and ReLU-RNN algorithms are compared. For better illustra-
tion, the first 100 training epochs are presented. As the results
show, the SRNN algorithm has more training error than the
LSTM-RNN method. This is while the ReLU-RNN approach
has the least training error comparing to LSTM-RNN. At the
early epochs, we see that the LSTM and ReLU are almost at
the same training loss, however, the ReLU achieves less error
in further epochs.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, a novel model is proposed which utilizes ma-
trix factorization and deep recurrent neural networks (DRNN)
for genotype imputation and phenotype sequences prediction.
Sine we are interested in keeping track of sequences with long-
term dependencies in genomics, the state-of-the-art recited
linear unit learning method is used.
The performance results show the with the ReLU meth-
ods has a better performance in training comparing to the
LSTM-RNN and simple RNN methods. The ReLU learning
methods also has less computational complexity comparing
to the LSTM method. For future research, it is interesting to
analyze other recent advances in deep learning for genotype-
phenotype application; particularly that these algorithms are
moving toward more simple designs which is suitable for big
data application.
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